Measurements of internal energy states of atomic ions confined in traps can be used to illustrate fundamental properties of quantum systems, because long relaxation times and observation times are available. In the experiments described here, a single ion or a few identical ions were prepared in well-defined superpositions of two internal energy eigenstates. The populations of the energy levels were then measured. For an individual ion, the outcome of the measurement is uncertain, unless the amplitude for one of the two eigenstates is zero, and is completely uncertain when the magnitudes of the two amplitudes are equal. In one experiment, a single Hg+ ion, confined in a linear rf trap, was prepared in various superpositions of two hyperfine states. In another experiment, groups of Be+ ions, ranging in size from about 5 to about 400 ions, were confined in a Penning trap and prepared in various superposition states. The measured population fluctuations were greater when the state amplitudes were equal than when one of the amplitudes was nearly zero, in agreement with the predictions of quantum mechanics. These fluctuations, which we call quantum projection noise, are the fundamental source of noise for population measurements with a fixed number of atoms. These fluctuations are of practical importance, since they contribute to the errors of atomic frequency standards.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics is not a deterministic theory, even though the time development of the quantum-state vector is governed by the Schrodinger equation, which is deterministic. That is, quantum mechanics does not, in general, predict the result of an experiment.
Rather, it provides a prescription for predicting the probability of observing a given result. The relationship of the quantum-state vector to the physical system that it describes is central to the interpretation of quantum mechanics. There are at least two distinct interpretations of the quantum state [1] . According to the Copenhagen interpretation, the state vector provides a complete description of an individual system (a single atom, for example). This is not the only definition of the Copenhagen interpretation, but it is the one that we adopt here. According to this interpretation, the state vector of a system develops in time according to the Schrodinger equation until a measurement causes it to be projected into an eigenstate of the dynamical variable that is being measured. The assumption that the state vector "collapses" in this manner is considered unattractive by some, because of its ad hoc nature.
According to another interpretation, sometimes called the statistical-ensemble interpretation, the state vector is merely a mathematical construct which describes an ensemble of similarly prepared systems [2 -4] . One common misconception is that this interpretation is not capable of describing an experiment on a single atom. In this case, the state vector describes a conceptual ensemble (a Gibbs ensemble) of similarly prepared atoms. The single atom in the experiment is a member of that ensemble. Experi-47 mentally, an ensemble is generated by repeatedly preparing the state of the atom and then making a measurement. The state vector, in this interpretation, is analogous to a statistical distribution function of the kind that appears in classical statistical mechanics. The difference is that, in quantum mechanics, there is no underlying microscopic theory which can predict the behavior of a single system, even in principle. The statistical-ensemble interpretation has the virtue of avoiding the necessity of "reducing" or "collapsing" the state vector.
In spite of occasional claims to the contrary [5] , it appears that the Copenhagen and statistical-ensemble interpretations do not differ in their predictions of experiments when properly applied [6] . In practice, either interpretation may motivate a particular calculation. For example, some problems in quantum optics have been solved by simulating the behavior of the wave function of a single atom, explicitly including the reduction of the wave function at random times [7 -10] . Such methods follow naturally from the Copenhagen interpretation (which is not to say that the practitioners of these methods would necessarily advocate the Copenhagen interpretation as opposed to the statistical-ensemble interpretation). On the other hand, the conventional method of solving the density-matrix equations follows naturally from the statistical-ensemble interpretation.
The results of averaging many wave-function simulations are the same as those of solving the density-matrix equations. The experiments described here can be interpreted within either framework. ment. The measurement yields one indication or "pointer reading" for a system in IA) and another for a system in IB). Except when either c~or c~is zero, the outcome of the measurement cannot be predicted with certainty. Provided that the state vector is properly normalized (IcAI' + Ical' = I) le~I' =-pA, and Ical' = pii are the probabilities of finding the system in IA) or IB).
The indeterminacy is present no matter how accurately the state has been prepared. It is an inherent feature of quantum mechanics. We will call this source of measurement fluctuations "quantum projection noise, " since it can be interpreted as arising from the random projection of the state vector into one of the states compatible with the measurement process.
In some experiments we have a sample of X identical systems that are effectively independent. If we carry out the same kind of state preparation and measurement as that just described for a single system, then we should get the same result as by repeating the experiment N times. That is, the sum over all N atoms of the measured quantity should have the same mean and fluctuations as the sum of N independent measurements on one system.
The internal states of a set of N ions in an ion trap constitute a system of this type. The ions are well separated from each other by their mutual Coulomb repulsion, so, to a very good approximation, the state of one ion has no effect on that of another ion. If all of the ions are subjected to the same optical and radiofrequency fields, they can all be described by the same state vector for their internal degrees of freedom. In an ion trap, unlike an atomic beam, for example, we can repeatedly prepare and observe the same set of N atoms.
To illustrate the main ideas, we will erst describe a simplified version of the experiment. The actual experiments, carried out with single Hg+ ions in a linear rf trap and with numbers of Be+ ions ranging from about 5 to 400 in a Penning trap, will be explained in detail in later sections. Consider a single atom, or several identical atoms, with three energy levels IA), IB), and IC) (see Fig. 1 ). [13) . In some atomic frequency standards, such as cesium atomic beams, a signal which is proportional to the population of a particular quantum state is measured as a function of the frequency of an applied rf field. The signal is a maximum (or a minimum, depending on the detection method used) when the frequency matches the transition frequency uo between two atomic states and decreases when the frequency increases or decreases from this value (see Fig. 2 ). The frequency w of an oscillator is matched to the resonance frequency ao by measuring the signal at two frequencies w -Aw and u + Lu and making a correction to u by an amount proportional to the difference between the two signals.
In the example shown in Fig. 2 where (dp = (d~-4)~,
( 2 5 [16] . Even if the rate is enhanced by a factor of N, though, it can still be ignored for the small values of N that were used in these experiments.
One natural way to calculate the fluctuations of the measured populations is to consider the N atoms to be independent and to combine the probabilities according to the binomial distribution [17] . I et N~and NB be the numbers of atoms found to be in IA) and IB&, respectively (N~+ NB = N) Then [19] . If the system is prepared in the state given by Eq. (2.25), the probability of measuring a given value of M is the absolute square of the coeKcient of IR = 2N, M), which is Fig. 4(b) . improved, both of these problems could be reduced by using a higher threshold number of photons to distinguish between (F = 1) and (F = 0).
D. Results
The ability to prepare an ion in either the (F = 0) or (F = 1) ground hyperfine state is shown in Fig. 6 .
Each vertical line denotes the detection of a single photon at a particular time. The detection electronics were adjusted so that photons from only a single ion were detected. Before recording the data shown in Fig. 6(a) Their detection times were recorded with a resolution of 100 ps. In the example shown in Fig. 6(a) , eight photons were recorded, but two of them were too nearly simultaneous to be resolved on the graph. Before recording the data shown in Fig. 6(b) , the ion was prepared in the ground (F = 0) state by leaving laser 1 unblocked and laser 2 blocked for 0.05 s. Laser 1 was then blocked. After a short delay, laser 1 was unblocked again, and the computer was set to record photons, as for Fig. 6(a) . None was recorded, so, with high probability, the ion was in the (F = 0) state. Fig. 7(b) corresponds to 47.3 counts/s, the base line determined from Fig. 7(a) . This value does not differ significantly from the mean of all of the points in Fig. 7(b [28] .
We can also compute the variance of the signal at various positions on the resonance curve. At the point corresponding to the maximum signal, it is 0.053. At the two points corresponding approximately to the halfmaximum points, it is 0.26. At the two points corresponding to the minimum signal on both sides of the resonance, it is 0.051.
We have published a microwave resonance curve in which the total fluorescence from several ions was measured [28] . Such a signal is more sensitive to noise from the intensity fluctuations of the 194-nm sources, background scattered light, and other sources. In order to reduce this noise, it should be possible to count the photons from each ion separately, in order to clearly discriminate between ions in the ground (F = 0) and (F = 1) states, for (c).
as was done here with a single ion. Figure 9 shows the distributions of the numbers of photons detected at various points on the resonance curve of Fig. 8 . Figure 9(a) shows the distribution at the points corresponding to the minima on both sides of the resonance. In most cases, no photons were observed. However, in a few cases one or more photons were observed, presumably due to a combination of background scattered light and imperfect state preparation. Figure 9( 
C. Ion-number measurement
In the Hg+ experiments, the number of ions could be determined directly from the image. This could not be done for the Be+ ions in the Penning trap, since they rotate rapidly around the z axis. Therefore, the number was determined indirectly. Calculations based on a charged fluid model relate the density of the ion plasma to its shape, for given external fields [36 -38] . The shapes and sizes of the nonneutral, ion plasmas were determined by moving the laser beam and observing the imaged fluorescence. The product of the density and volume yielded the number of ions with an uncertainty estimated to be about 30Fo.
5. This optical pumping has been discussed previously [12, 39] and studied experimentally [40] . [41] . Population fluctuations of the type observed here (quantum projection noise) are present and could be observed in other kinds of experiments, for example, those using atomic or neutron beams. Quantum projection noise might be observed in neutron interferometry [44] . In this case, the two neutron beams which emerge from the interferometer correspond to the two energy states lA) and lB). Introducing a phase shift in one arm of the interferometer allows one to create coherent superposition states. Rauch et al. [44] show counting-rate histograms for phase shifts corresponding to the maximum and rninimurn counting rates in one beam. However, they do not show the histograms for a phase shift halfway between a maximum and a minimum, which might show an increased variance due to quantum projection noise.
In the preceding discussions, the single-atom and Natom experiments were treated from different perspectives. This was because of the different experimental methods which were used for the Fig. 7 .
In order for the rate-equation approach to be valid, the laser intensity must not be too large. A density-matrix calculation including the coherences between states 1, 2, 3, and 4 shows that if the magnetic field is not large enough compared to the optical electric field, the atom is optically pumped into a nonfluorescing superposition state [45] . While the density-matrix approach is valid over a larger range of parameters, the rate-equation approach is used here because it is simpler and is still a good approximation for the low laser intensities which were used in the experiment.
